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SannaSanna year 2003year 2003
14 years old14 years old
Severe cerebral palsy and Severe cerebral palsy and 
visual challengesvisual challenges
Communicated with yes and no Communicated with yes and no 
answers, simple answers, simple SGDSGD’’ss and and 
large PCS symbolslarge PCS symbols
Mostly singleMostly single--symbol messagessymbol messages
Passive in her communication Passive in her communication 
Communication aids did not Communication aids did not 
meet her communication meet her communication 
requirementsrequirements



ChangingChanging channelschannels

No more symbolsNo more symbols

Use of auditory scanning as Use of auditory scanning as SannaSanna’’ss main main 
method of communicationmethod of communication

partner assisted auditory scanningpartner assisted auditory scanning
communication books with auditory scanningcommunication books with auditory scanning

Speech therapist started to design a new Speech therapist started to design a new 
communication book based only on auditory communication book based only on auditory 
scanningscanning



Through trial and errorThrough trial and error
Goal was to meet Goal was to meet SannaSanna’’ss
communication communication 
requirements and develop requirements and develop 
her skills furtherher skills further
Huge help from Gayle PorterHuge help from Gayle Porter

PODDPODD--ideologyideology
auditory materialauditory material

First auditory First auditory 
communication book was communication book was 
developeddeveloped

pragmatic starterspragmatic starters
categorizationcategorization
word classes mostly separatedword classes mostly separated

→→ better but still lackingbetter but still lacking
An example of Gayle Porter’s Auditory
Scanning PODD.



FinalFinal resultresult –– AACiAACi’’ss EarsEars

Based on Gayle PorterBased on Gayle Porter’’s PODD     s PODD     
Communication BooksCommunication Books
Pragmatically organized Pragmatically organized 

pragmatic starterspragmatic starters
large vocabularylarge vocabulary
categoriescategories
organization promotes multiorganization promotes multi--word messagesword messages
grammatical markersgrammatical markers

Based solely on auditory scanning Based solely on auditory scanning –– no symbolsno symbols



PragmaticPragmatic startersstarters



MultiMulti--wordword utterancesutterances and and 
grammaticsgrammatics









AidedAided languagelanguage stimulationstimulation

SPEECH

Normal language development:

Common development for AAC:

The way it should go:

SPEECH

SPEECH AAC

SPEECH + AAC AAC



AidedAided languagelanguage stimulationstimulation

Challenging with auditory communication booksChallenging with auditory communication books
time constraintstime constraints
conversational flow constraintsconversational flow constraints

Crucial for learningCrucial for learning
how to auditory scanhow to auditory scan
how to use pragmatic startershow to use pragmatic starters
how to locate vocabularyhow to locate vocabulary
what can be said with the systemwhat can be said with the system
how to manage its limitationshow to manage its limitations



Sanna Sanna learninglearning new new skillsskills

Learned fast and started to produce Learned fast and started to produce 
multimulti--word messages within monthsword messages within months

longer messageslonger messages
more correct word order more correct word order 
better inner speechbetter inner speech

More active in her communicationMore active in her communication
comments to peers comments to peers 
more communicative functions, e.g. more communicative functions, e.g. 
questions questions 
more initiation of communicationmore initiation of communication

Personality was showing morePersonality was showing more



More independence through the More independence through the 
use of a computeruse of a computer

Parallel programmingParallel programming
practiced twopracticed two--switch scanning in cognitively and switch scanning in cognitively and 
linguistically simple taskslinguistically simple tasks
when using when using AACiAACi’’ss Ears motor demands were lowEars motor demands were low
goal to combine these skillsgoal to combine these skills

Meanwhile Meanwhile SannaSanna’’ss communication book was communication book was 
transferred to Speaking Dynamically Protransferred to Speaking Dynamically Pro

identical to manual due to memory demandsidentical to manual due to memory demands



AACiAACi’’ss EarsEars on on SpeakingSpeaking
DynamicallyDynamically ProPro



ComputerComputer’’s pros and conss pros and cons

IndependenceIndependence
Not reliable on Not reliable on 
communication partners communication partners 
skillsskills
Possible to work on Possible to work on 
messages while partner is messages while partner is 
doing something elsedoing something else

Motor demands very highMotor demands very high
importance of postureimportance of posture

Computer not a smart Computer not a smart 
partnerpartner

mistakes very frustratingmistakes very frustrating

Even more time Even more time 
consumingconsuming
Computer not as easily Computer not as easily 
accessibleaccessible
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Future challengesFuture challenges

Von Von TetzchnerTetzchner and Grove (2003): An environment which and Grove (2003): An environment which 
supports the acquisition of alternative language forms supports the acquisition of alternative language forms 
does not seem to come naturallydoes not seem to come naturally
Training people how to skillfully use Training people how to skillfully use SannaSanna’’ss
communication aidscommunication aids

to react to her communicative initiationsto react to her communicative initiations
to be a competent communication partner who can scaffold to be a competent communication partner who can scaffold 
SannaSanna’’ss communication communication 
to use assisted language stimulation in everyday situationsto use assisted language stimulation in everyday situations
to technically cope with to technically cope with SannaSanna’’ss computercomputer

Time restrictionsTime restrictions
Staff restrictionsStaff restrictions



Impact on Impact on SannaSanna’’ss lifelife

Gained more control of her lifeGained more control of her life

Formed new relationships and was able to strengthen Formed new relationships and was able to strengthen 
old onesold ones

able to share feelings, information, hopes, wishesable to share feelings, information, hopes, wishes……

Started to use interpretation services for people with Started to use interpretation services for people with 
complex communication needscomplex communication needs

widening her social networkswidening her social networks

Gave a lecture with me in the Finnish National Gave a lecture with me in the Finnish National 
Conference of AAC :)Conference of AAC :)



ThankThank youyou for for listeninglistening!!
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